
DUGOT'S COMBINED DOUCHE AND 
BET>-PAN. 

The management of the bed-pan is always 
regarded as  one of the most difficult points  in the 
Nurse's duties, and anything that will tend  to 
make the manipulation of that very necessary 
article less trying will be warmly welcomed. 
Dugot's Combined Douche  and Bed-Pan is the 
invention of a lady in the  United States, and it 
offers  many advantages over the ordinary bed-pan 
at  present in use in this country. It claims to meet 
the  requirements of a  combined article, able  to do 
all kinds of  work with cleanliness and dispatch, 
saving time and strength of both nurse and patient, 
as the  instrument can be  emptied and cleaned if 
need be, without moving the patient  in the least. 
The slope of the  bed-pan is such as to enable it  to 
bridge over any depression in the bed, and there is 
no settling down of the body into an uncomfortable 
position. There is an outlet  on  either  side,  to 
which a tube can be attached  and all  matter may 
thus  be carried away over the side of the bed. The 
value of this arrangement  can well be appreciated 
when we consider what is necessary in the treat- 
ment of various diseases of the bowels by irrigation 
and liquid distension. When not in  use for this pur- 
pose the outlets are closed by screw plugs. The 
shape and construction of the pan will enable 
enemas to be given after the.  pan i s  placed in 

position. The French Academy of Science  has 
awarded the  First Class Medal and Diploma for 
the excellence of the invention ; and  the merits of 
the instrument are well attested by leading surgeons 
in America. Messrs. Horn & Son, 151, Strand, 
W.C., will be pleased to show samples and answer 
all inquiries regarding the purchase of the patent. 

IRepIiee to Correagonbente, 

sible, at a  General  Hospital and obtain  a thorough traming. 
Cossic.-It would I)e much  wiser  for  you to enter, if pos- 

The best Children's Hospitals for your purpose are the Vic- 
toria Hospital, Chelsea, S.W. ; the  North-Eastern  Hospital, 
Hackney  Road, N.E., or the Children's Hospital,  Shadwell, 

frotn this office, as it gives the particulars of all the Nurse 
E. You had better  order The Ntwsiq Uirecto7.y (price ss.) 

Training Schools. 
I n p i w . - T h e  difference  in the  two  works is that  one 

is written by an  amateur,  the  other by a  thoroughly- 
trained  Nurse  and  experienced Matron. The price of 
the  latter is Is. 6d. 

.jJEs~BoxaZZ.-Write to  or  call on the  Secretary, 8, 
Oxford  Circus  Avenue, W. W e  feel  sure  you  will  receive 
all  the  information  you  require. 

Miss EstAc~ Go&zg.-Several Homes of Rest have  been 
opened  along  the  south  coast  during  the  last  few  years. 
You will find the  addresses of the best i n  our  advertising 
columns. W e  believe you would  be very comfortable 
and happy  at  any of these  establishments. 

AMUSING AND INTERESTING. 

SUITARLE  FOR  FRAMING. Price One ShiZZin:, Pos 

CCTHEN and" NOW" 
The Nurse of  '9.8 and the Nurse of 

PICTORIALLY  SET  FORTH. 

THE RECORD PRESS,  LIMITED, 376, STRAND, LONDON, 

'98. 

W. c :  

BnHg;iEZEE&BILE, EZEBPREBHENa, S.2%FE- 
9 F o r  Bath and Toilet purposes. 

promotes the healthy action of the skin. 

Disinfecting  Sick Rooms. 
Specially  adapted  for 

Does not Stain  Linen or 
other  fabric. 
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